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APARTAMENTOS  PLAYA TORRECILLA
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Welcome to 





Apartamentos Playa Torrecilla




... a beachfront complex run by a friendly team in Nerja, on the less developed part of the Costa del Sol, east of Malaga. We offer great value holiday rental apartments, ideal for long and short stays. 
We offer great deals over long winter stays, and try to keep our prices low, while improving quality year on year. We are honoured that many of our clients (and their descendants) come back again and again!
We have many restaurants (including La Torrecilla in the complex) and shops on our doorstep, with the Balcón de Europa only 7 minutes easy walk away.  The local bus also stops at our door, which can take you beyond walking distance, to other local spots such as the weekly market, or the famous Nerja caves. 
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Our Apartments




Fantastic location,  comfortably but simply furnished, ALL with front line views of the sea and gardens
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Book directly, with us




...and save yourself agency commissions. Our team are always happy to help










MORE INFO:
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OUR TEAM




Meet the team that makes your stay here possible. 
Allways happy to help :)
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NEWS  




Many things are happening at Torrecilla and surroundings. 










CHECK REVIEWS AND LEAVE YOUR OWN: 
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Jesús Villadóniga 5/5
“ From everything seen in Nerja, I don't think there is an apartment with better views. It is a very charming apartment with a large terrace where in the morning you can have breakfast on one side and lunch and dinner in front of the sea on the other. The deal is unbeatable and the wifi that was essential for me goes like a shot. Thanks.”








Stuart Ruttle 5/5
“The Playa Torrecilla Apartments are a treasure, ideally located by the beach to the west, but really close to the very Spanish town of Nerja. The apartments themselves are simple, well equipped, are very cleverly built in a low-rise semicircle and all have balconies with glorious sea views. The staff are refreshingly friendly and very helpful. There is an abundance of excellent restaurants and bistros close by, all within walking distance. We have stayed there many times; an oasis of peace.”








Marco Endres 5/5
“ Very good apartments on the first line of Torrecilla Beach. Very well kept, clean and the staff very friendly. Anti-COVID protocols are strictly followed to guarantee a safe stay.
The apartments are located on Torrecilla beach just a few minutes from the center of Nerja and the Balcon de Europa.
Near the apartments there are several restaurants, bars, supermarkets, etc.
I will surely come back.”








Bettina J 5/5
“Execelent apartment on the Beach and very central
We have been staying one month now in a one bedroom apartment and we love it! The apartment has everything you need and is Nice and clean. But the best part for me is the location. From all the apartments you have a fantastic seaview. The sea is actually meters few meters from your door step and to sit on the balcony and just watch the ever changing sea is amazing ❤️ You Will find many restaurants close by. I think there is 20 restaurants within 5 min walk. And the Balcon de Europe which is the city center is less than 15 min walk away. The staff is very helpfull and friendly and with the location the apartments are great value for money. I can highly recommend this for both long and short stays.”











FOLLOW US:
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Instagram
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Facebook















Tel: +34 952521140.          E: info@playatorrecilla.com
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